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On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Castle Kitchen from Ballymena. Currently, there are 16
meals and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What User likes about Castle Kitchen:
the food was good and my children enjoyed their meals. the burger of my wife was very good. the personal was

friendly. I gave them only 4 stars/church, as my part was very small. I ordered the stuff salad and there were only
a few chickens. read more. In beautiful weather you can even have something in the outdoor area. What User

doesn't like about Castle Kitchen:
3 guests moderately eat a drink every £120 pounds £5.50 for a part of the champ and £31 for a little sirloin to

make it all from £20 for a niçoise salat that does not contain tuna, apparently the cook wanted to create a
vegetarian salad? why so call niçoise quite happy to pay for worth and unfortunately all in this country together

now there is simply no worth and today's experience was the case. At Castle Kitchen in Ballymena, flavorful
barbecue is freshly prepared on an open flame and garnished with flavorful sides, You can also unwind at the bar
with a freshly tapped beer or other alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks. Additionally, there are a plethora of iconic
British meals on the menu guaranteed to satiate every Anglophile's hunger, Moreover, the drinks menu of this

gastropub offers a good and especially large assortment of beers from the region and the world that are definitely
worth a try.
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Opening Hours:
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